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CHAPTER 441 NO GOOD DAYS 

 

So Butler Lowe called back to Winnie. The phone was soon connected, Winnie was the first to greet. 

“Hello, Chairman.” “What is it?” Felix seemed to have no patience, and he was tangled. “I hope you can 

think about the kids, but it is not my points. I want to say, if some advice you to agree me to be with 

Brian, I hope you won’t say yes.” Winnie said with certainty. She made this decision after thinking for an 

afternoon. She wanted to fight for her love with Brian, and she called because she was afraid that Stella 

and Rufus would help. It might be crazy that she refused others’ help. But Winnie insisted that she 

should fight for her love. She had to win recognize from all the Bennet family but not force Felix to agree 

in a way of threatening. “What did you say?” Felix was surprised to hear that, if it were not her tricks, 

she must be crazy. “I hope if some advice you to agree me to be with Brian, I hope you won’t say yes.” 

Winnie gave her answer again. “Why?” Felix did not think she was crazy, so it could only be another 

possibility. “As for why, I think you may not believe me, but I have to answer you, because I believe 

myself.” “I love Brian and I never concealed it from you, but I am not sure if he loves me, how much he 

loves and what kind of love it is.” “I am stubborn to anything and have high standard about love, but I 

don’t want to be perfunctory. Don’t want he accept me because of the kids.” “He can have nothing, he 

could be poor, but he has to love me.” “So I want to fight for love ourselves. During this process, I can 

feel if he loves me or not.” “If he doesn’t love me, I will leave him, but if he loves me, I will fight for the 

chance to be together with him.” After that, though Felix might not believe her, she was relieved. “You 

fight for the chance? Do you think you can marry in to the Bennet family when Brian loves you?” Felix 

said in a cold voice ruthlessly. But Winnie was not afraid, she just took him as a strong opponent. “I dare 

expect that, but if Brian loves me, I will try to make you recognize me, like me and accept me.” Winnie 

knew it was hard, but as long as Brian loved her, thought it was full of thorns on the road, she would try. 

“You don’t have to try, it will not have result even if you try for a lifetime.” Felix ruthless destroyed 

Winnie’s ambition. Even if she tried hard, she did not have a family background as he wanted, so she 

was not qualified to marry to Brian. “If Brian loves me, even if I have to try for a lifetime, I will not give 

up. I will fight for my love, and I don’t need anyone’s help.” Since Winnie’s parents died, she had not 

given in and have moved on. As long as there was impetus, she would not give in till she died. So the 

impetus was not he kids, Felix but Brian’s love. “Chairman, this is why I call you, but please see it 

separately with the kids, I still will not give up the kids.” “Sorry to bother you, Chairman. Bye.” Winnie 

hung up the phone with complex mood. There was another purpose of the call, that was, she wanted 

Felix to hate her and oppose her to be with Brian, in this way, Brin would send her and the kids away. 

That was the best solutions. Felix felt complex at this moment, as if he had never been through such a 

difficulty before. Winnie should have no motive based on her words, but it was crazy. Rufus and Stella 

had the firm attitude to make the family of four together and Winnie marry to Brian. Brian did not make 

his statement, but he would talk about it in the future.” Everyone was fighting for her, but she refused 

such a good chance. Was she really that noble to fight for herself? It was weekend, time to rest, but 

Winnie had to finish the worked that had not finished before. At noon after lunch, she remembered that 

she had forgot something. When she had dinner in Stephen’s hot pot restaurant, she was angry and left, 

and but she had not settled the bill yet, so she came to Stephen’s hot pot restaurant. When she arrived, 



Stephen was there. He was surprised and happy to see Winnie. “Are you here for lunch? Are you 

alone?” As he said that, he looked behind Winnie, but it was Winnie alone. “I have had my dinner, I am 

here to pay you the money.” Winnie said casually, but Stephen was stunned. “What money?” “The bill. I 

came to have dinner last time, but I left without paying the bill, so I come to pay for the bill.” Winnie 

explained and Stephen understood what happened. “I forgot it and I have no plan to ask you for 

money.” Stephen said generously, but he was guilty about that. “Did you quarrel with you husband? It is 

my fault, I should let her go to you. I did not think too much, I thought she hurt you and your kid, I think 

she should apologize to you, but I neglected your embarrassment.” Stephen explained awkwardly. From 

the video Winnie got hurt, Stephen had known the reason and the result. He thought Winnie was Brian’s 

wife and that woman was a mistress, but he did not expect that Brian had a shaky attitude and he forgot 

the woman hurt his wife and kid. “It has nothing to do with you, why blame yourself?” “I didn’t put it 

into heart, do you don’t have to mind. Take the money.” Winnie said jokingly and gave a thousand to 

Stephen, but Stephen refused to take it. “I don’t intend to take your money that that. You and your 

husband came was enough. No matter whose ability it was, it happened in my store. I am sorry about 

that, treat you to dinner can make me feel better.” Stephen gave her back the money, but the husband 

he mentioned made Winnie feel sore. “He is not my husband, don’t call him that anymore. Take the 

money, or I can’t come again. And you don’t have to feel guilty about the kid. And if it were not that, we 

can’t be friends.” Winnie said it easily and did not want to affect others with her mood. Stephen did not 

pay attention to her last words but that “he is not my husband.” What? The father and the mother of 

the kids were not husband and wife? “Take it.”Winnie added, and then Stephen came back to his 

sense.“Ok, I take it, I will treat you next time.”Then he took the money, but he was still thinking their 

relationship.After talking, Winnie needed to go back to work and left the hop pot restaurant.On the way 

to the company, she had been thinking Stephen’s words. Stephen was the first person who did now 

know the truth and called Brain her wife.Though she wanted to be his wife, but she dare not expect it. 

She did not know who would be Brian’s wife, but she was sure that it was not her.When she went back 

the company, she found that Laura was there, so she walked to Laura and said hello to her.“It is 

weekend, why are you here?”Hearing Winnie’s voice, Laura raised her head from work and looked at 

Winnie with a grateful smile.“You called me in the morning and asked me where the date was, I knew 

you must be in the company, so I after I washed the clothes and sent the kid to training class, I came 

wanting to help you.”“Did you go out for lunch?”When Laura came, Winnie was not there, she thought 

Winnie must be out for lunch.“Yes, and deal with something. I can take care of the work, Laura, you can 

go back home.”Winnie knew Laura did this was because Laura felt sorry for her, but Winnie did not want 

to occupy her time because of it.“I will go back when it is time to pick up the kids. I am available now, so 

I can help you. You have given me a big favor, it is ok I help you.”Sure enough, Laura felt guilty to Winnie 

and tried to help her as much as she could. From Winnie, she knew it was steadfast to be a good 

person.“Laura, it has been past, don’t mind it.”Winnie patted Laura’ should and did not refuse her help 

any longer. Perhaps she could be relieved once Winnie accepted her help.“By the way, Winwin, I have to 

remind you that Wendy would not give up so easily, be careful. She waited for me at the door of the 

company some time ago and asked me what I had said to you, so I feel she did not want to give 

up.”Laura had been long wanted to remind her, but she got no chance.“I know she has not given up. 

Klara and she still want to frame me. don’t worry, Laura, she dare not do anything to me. Their goal is 

Brian. Even if they drive me away from Brian, they will hurt each other and they will regret it.”Winnie 

did not feel surprised, because she had confronted with them.“Winwin, you can’t give up on Brian and 



let them succeed. You should fight for it and show them your ability.”Laura could hear that Winnie 

wanted to give up, so she adviced.If Wendy and Klara succeeded, Winnie would have a hard time. 
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CHAPTER 442 AS DESPICABLE AS YOUR FATHER 

 

Hearing Laura’s words, Winnie patted on her shoulders. “Love depends on feeling, and it may not be 

gained by fighting for it. If they really robbed Brian, it means that Brian does not love me, and I should 

thank them.” “All right, get to work.” Winnie smiled and went back to her office. The last thing she 

wanted to talk about now was her relationship. When someone asked, she didn't know how to answer. 

Thomas thought about it for a night yesterday and finally decided to come to the prison to see Penny. 

This time when he saw Penny, Thomas was not kind as before, looking at Penny sitting opposite him 

coldly. "What's your relationship with Wendy?" Thomas asked in a cold tone. "She wanted to deal with 

Winnie and did not know what to do, so she came for advice." Penny showed no respect for Thomas as 

before, since knowing that this person was Thomas, she realized that Thomas could not simply want to 

take care of her, he must want to know something from her. "If my memory serves me, she doesn't 

know you." Thomas had doubts and did not her words. "No, indeed. I was already in prison when she 

came back. How could she know me? Perhaps it was someone who directed her to me." Penny said with 

light disdain, and then she continued. "What do you want with me?" Thomas continued to ask in a cold 

voice. "Uncle Thomas, why have you suddenly changed your face? You're my most trusted uncle. You've 

helped me a lot." Penny gave an insidious smile. She could take this as her handhold. "Say it, if you don't 

say it, this is the last time I see you." Thomas was threatening Penny with cold anger. "Uncle, you are a 

jester, you will come to me again. I know more about your nephew than you do. And perhaps I can help 

you a lot." Penny was not afraid of Thomas's threat. She had no freedom, but it was not difficult for her 

to do things. “What do you mean?” Thomas was confused, because he did not understand Penny, did 

not know how much she knew and what she was implying. "Between you and Brian...I know something 

about it. If you want to go on, maybe I can help you. But I can't help you here." Penny did not keep it in 

suspense, but directly speak out her idea. She believed that Thomas's ambition was still there, or he 

would not come to see her. She also believed that Thomas had the ability to get her out. She would not 

tell him how to deal with Brian now, but getting her out was the most important. Penny was pleased, 

but this time Thomas close to the isolation window and whispered. "As despicable as your father." 

Thomas said and sat up straight, this time it was his turn to be pleased. Looking at Penny’s uncertain and 

surprised eyes, he knew that Penny had understood his meaning. Penny had not expected to hear the 

subject of fathers here. What was Thomas implying? Did he know her father's whereabouts or had he 

contacted her father? Penny wanted to ask something, but she was afraid of being noticed by the prison 

police and could only keep a low profile. "Uncle, it is funny. You had better think about my words, in 

case you really need me." Penny got up and directly turned to leave. She could no longer chat with 

Thomas, if she could not control her emotions, a lot of things might be exposed, and she might do 

something she regretted. As for her father, she pretended she had heard nothing; after all, there had 

been no exposure and no concern for her. Thomas left the prison angrily. He was not a young man, but 

he got threatened by a girl. What did Richard say to Penny? What did Penny know about enmity 

between him and Brian? It seemed that neither father nor daughter was hard to deal with. Sunday was a 

day of relaxation for Daenerys. She had endured it for a month and now she could do whatever she 



wanted to. In the evening, she gathered all her best friends and began their crazy party. At the table, 

everyone rose with glasses in their hands. "Jelly Bean has been sent to Grandmother's house. I can drink 

with you. Come on, to my rebirth, cheers!" The most excited person at the table was probably Daenerys. 

She had had such a high spirit for a long time. The ten-month pregnancy and a month of confinement 

was nearly a year of time. She wondered how she made it. "Cheers, congratulations on you for finishing 

a month of confinement." Emily was as crazy as Daenerys. She thought Daenerys could not drink, but 

she had arranged the baby in advance. That was good. They could drink to their heart's content. Then 

Winnie also chimed in, the three women drank the wine first, then the man drank it all. "Well, the wine 

is good. It's much more delicious than the soup in the confinement." Daenerys joked, making everyone 

laugh. "Drink more, then." Oscar pandered, smiling uncontrollably as he watched Daenerys's delight. 

"Drink up and have another drink." Daenerys was full of energy, but after three cups, Emily was the only 

one who was still drinking with her. "Let me say something, you, you." Daenerys pointed to Emily and 

Leo, then to Brian and Winnie, then she went on. "I'm not worried at all now, but when I see you, I feel 

depressed. Can’t you get married, don’t you know I want to have wedding together with you?" Daenerys 

began to babble with the strength of her drink. "Leo, you first, although it has not been long, you should 

determine your relationship." Daenerys hinted that Leo should speed up. If he did not get Emily, he 

might lose her. "It is useless for me to be anxious. Emily has not nodded her head so far." Leo said, and 

then looked at Emily. "Find a way if she has not agreed. A man, you can't even get a woman? Don’t you 

know what's done is done?" Daenerys taught Leo in a different way, because she was worried. It had 

been a long time, but he had made no progress at all. He would be sorry for dragging till Emily went 

abroad. Hearing that, Leo did not know how to deal with it. He knew these methods, but these methods 

were not respectful to Emily. Daenerys found Leo did not speak, and then looked at Winnie. "You make 

me even angrier. The kids are six years old and now you are together. Why don't you get married? Brian, 

tell the truth, is Winwin not good enough? Is Winwin not worthy of your position? If you say it now, let 

Winwin go." "Winwin has many pursuers. Oscar is waiting here." Daenerys went too far, and almost 

immediately was rebutted by Oscar."Don't talk nonsense, I'm not waiting for Winwin."Oscar clarified for 

himself and then looked at Brian."Don’t take me as a rival. I have no idea about Winwin. But, if you don't 

marry Winwin, and I can't marry the right person, we can live together."Oscar was encouraging Brian to 

make a quick decision and did not want Winnie to struggle for love as she did now.Brian slightly raised 

the mouth, thinking about how to answer. Then Winnie spoke."It is a happy day. Don't talk about these 

things. If you want to hold the wedding, ask Emily to hurry up and you can hold the wedding 

together."Winnie thought that Daenerys's words made Brian embarrassed, so she rushed to the rescue 

him. As for the wedding, it might have to wait until the next century for her and Brian."No, don't push 

that on me. Leo and I are just in a relationship, we haven't talked about marriage yet. I want to wait for 

you even if we talked about it. We'll wait for you with Daenerys. We will see if Mr. Bennet will keep you 

waiting."Emily refused marriage on the one hand, and cooperated with Daenerys on the one hand. She 

hoped that Brian and Winnie have a result as soon as possible. Together or apart, it could not be 

dragged like this.If the broke up early, Leo would have a chance. Her acting needed not go on. It was 

good for many people, but it depended on how Brian did it."You are naughty too. Think well if you want 

to wait for me, be careful I will let you never get married."Winnie put the established fact out jokingly, 

threatening two close friends.She didn't want to influence her best friend's marriage for a lifetime 

because of her own reasons."It's no big deal. No matter what happens in your life, we'll be with 

you."Emily said generously, knowing the feeling of Winnie.They had better not to touch love, because 

once a woman really pay, she would be hurt."I am so touched. Let's drink. Thank you for your 



kindness."Winnie raised a glass, staggered the topic.Now people who was familiar with her and good to 

her would mention the relationship between her and Brian when they saw her. Some wanted them to 

be togethher as soon as possible, and some wanted them to be apart as soon as possible.But no matter 

what it was, Winnie did not want to face it. Because there would be no end and temporarily they could 

not separate, she did not know how to face these expectations.They continued to drink, but Brian was 

uncomfortable because of Winnie’s words.He knew that Winnie felt no hope and no sense of security 

from him. She was always afraid that he would say something that would embarrass her, would hurt her 

heart.But he would not do that. Even if he did it, he would do it in a proper occasion and not embarrass 

her in front of her friends.Everyone was drunk tonight, and Brian was the only one sober. Because 

Winnie did not let him drink for fear that he would have a headache.Leo's drinking capacity was good. 

He drank a lot, but he was still sober."Brain... I may call you like this on such an occasion."Leo and Brian 

sat next to each other. He closed to Brian and whispered."Overcome difficulties and get married as soon 

as possible. It is not be easy for her, give her a warm home as soon as possible. Then she will feel at 

ease." 
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Although the matter of Leo and Emily had not yet had a clue, Leo thought that the things between 

Winnie and Brian was more troublesome than his. At least his family had no sense of pedigree to force 

him into marriage. That was why he was concerned about their relationship as a friend. He hoped this 

sentence could make Brian pay attention it and speed up to get married with Winnie "I will." Brian 

answered with certainty. He would try his best to fight for the marriage of him and Winnie, would not 

let Oscar have the opportunity to take over, would not let Leo have been thinking about Winnie. No 

matter how Leo felt about Winnie, Brian thought his woman should be concerned by himself. Everyone 

had drunk too much. Kevin and Daenerys were sent back to their room by Brian. Emily and Leo were 

picked up by Leo's assistant. Oscar stayed in Daenerys's home and was sent to the guest bed by Brian. 

After Brian arranged all the people, he left with Winnie. Brian took Winnie once again to the hilltop villa, 

and put her in bed. Brian helped Winnie cover the quilt, as he wanted to take a bath, but Winnie held his 

hand. “We can't get married. Your family wouldn't accept me, and I... I don't deserve you either. Find a 

woman who matches you... if you like her, be with her. It is waste of time to be with me." Winnie said 

intermittently, although she was stuttering, although she was drunk, she was sober. She didn't ask Brian 

whether he loved her or not. She didn't ask Brian to give her a reason to continue loving him. She only 

hoped Brian to be happy, hoped that he have a woman to love him and care about him. She had no 

other wish than to get her children back. They started with a deal, and because of that, his family and 

even Brian had different ideas about her. Once there was a problem, she would be one got abandoned, 

never had been truly loved. Even if she got this love, it was a tragic beginning, she would one day be 

unable to bear and choose to leave. Hearing that, Brian felt sad. He lied next to Winnie's side, embraced 

her and spoke quietly. "You're the only woman I like. Don't say these things again. I would give up my 

family for you, but you must stand behind me and not push me away." "I didn't love you enough to 

make you feel safe. I'll work harder to make you feel safe." When Winnie heard these words, she smiled 

stupidly. "No kidding...I......I'm sleepy. I'm going to sleep...Remember that you must...be happy." Winnie 

turned her head and closed her eyes. Brian had said such words more than once, but he got nothing and 



it was getting worse and worse. Which statement could Winnie believe? Which statement would 

become reality? She knew that under the influence of alcohol she had uttered more words that she 

would not say when she was sober. She had no other request for Brian except that he could be happy. 

Leo and Emily arrived at Emily's home. Emily vomited twice along the way, tossing over, and now she 

was weak. The car finally stopped in front of Emily's house. "I'll walk you in." Leo had been sober after 

that, in addition to having dizzy feelings, he did not have other feelings. "If I walk in like this...Mum and 

dad will be worried." Emily sat motionless in the car, speaking in the same tone and state as Winnie. 

"For the sake of my helping you...Can you take me to the hotel?...Thank you..." Emily could not go home 

when she drank too much wine, for fear of her parents' worries, and the for fear of her talking 

nonsense. Leo thought for a moment and ordered the assistant to drive. He did not send Emily to the 

hotel. He was worried about her when she was drunk, he could not let her alone. Leo went back to his 

villa. When he got home, Emily had fallen asleep in the back seat. Leo could only carry Emily into his 

home. As soon as he put Emily to bed, Emily felt sick and got up immediately. "Bathroom..." Emily got 

out of bed and was taken by Leo to the bathroom. When she almost reached to the toilet, she could not 

hold on and vomited all over. Leo did not despised her, but patted Emily’s back, let her continue to 

vomit in situ. "Water." Emily felt relieved after vomiting, but the smell in her mouth made her need 

water to make her mouth rustle. Leo ran out again and got the water back as fast as he could. After that, 

Emily felt much better. Then Leo got up. "I'll get the nurse to come and help you change your clothes. 

They're wet and uncomfortable." Leo was about to leave, but was held back by Emily. "You help me 

change...Am I disgusting? Why do you always avoid me... I'm a woman, why...why…" Emily didn't know 

how to go on. She felt wronged to death. "I'll take it off myself. Don't always embarrass me in front of 

others." Emily quickly took off her coat, stumbled to her feet, and went directly under the shower to 

wash herself in either hot or cold water. "Emily, you will catch a cold." Leo rushed to Emily and pulled 

her out. At this time, Emily's clothes were already wet and her head was dripping with water. "Get off 

me. I can do it myself. I'll change my clothes and bathe myself so you don't get your hands dirty." When 

Leo wasn't looking, Emily suddenly pulled back her hand and ran to the shower to let the cold water 

wash over her. Leo did not know how to persuade, and did not know why Emily suddenly lost her 

temper, he could only come to the shower with Emily. At this time, he found that the water was cold, 

and Emily had been soaked to the skin, and her white clothes had been soaked and stuck to her body. 

The exquisite sexy curves stimulated Leo's capering heart. The bottom line belonged to man had 

reached the extreme. Leo dare not continue to look at it, hugged Emily and turned up the water 

temperature. “Tell me why you're angry.” Leo asked in a soft voice, allowing the hot water hit in the 

face. "You're stupid, you know that? You can't see why I'm angry, but you still want to be my 

boyfriend?" "I admit I had a lot to drink today, but I am a woman, why do you..." Emily could not say the 

next words. She did not know if this man was really stupid to understand the amorous feelings, or she 

simply could not enter his eyes, or his heart had only a woman Winnie. "I have to go home. I have no 

dignity in front of you." Emily pushed away Leo and was to leave, but Leo held her back to his arms. 

"Don't you regret what you want?" Leo's voice suddenly became low and hoarse. He understood the 

meaning of Emily and the reason why she was angry. Since he knew he fell in love with Emily, Leo 

wanted to turn her into his own woman. But Emily had not agreed to be his girlfriend, how could he take 

advantage of her regardless of her feelings? "What I want, you know what I want? I want to prove 

whether I am a woman or not to you."Emily could not stop her tears from coming out, but hot water 

and her tears mixed together on her face."Yes."Leo only gave a word and then he kissed Emily and 

hugged her as if he wanted to embed her in his body.At this time, the water was hot, the body 



temperature was hot, the heart was hot. It was unable to cool down, and it could only let the 

temperature rise indefinitely......The next day, Winnie woke up early. She looked around and knew she 

had come to the wrong place.She didn't know how she got there, she didn't know if she threw up, she 

only knew that when she woke up, the man she loved was right next to her.Looking at Brian who was 

still sleeping, Winnie had a kind of indescribable feeling. In fact, she should feel happy. But she put every 

time when she was with Brian as the last time.The last time they held hands, the last time they hugged, 

the last time they kissed, the last time they woke up in bed together.Only in this way she left her heart 

would have a buffer, would not be so painful when it was time to leave him.Winnie got up quietly and 

put on her clothes. She wrote a note and left.Brian went to bed very late last night. After Winnie fell 

asleep, he went to wash. After washing, he took care of another urgent business. It was three o'clock in 

the morning when he went to bed.Late to bed, late to get up. When he opened his eyes, it was nine in 

the morning.Winnie was not there and he only found a note on the pillow."I'm leaving your car. I'm 

going to work."Brian looked at the note and smiled, full of happiness.Leo's situation was similar to 

Brian's, but he woke up with a happy smile.Before he opened his eyes, he felt that he was the happiest 

man in the world and had finally turned Emily into his woman. He thought that all this had come to a 

perfect end, and that from now on there was only happiness in his world.If he had known it worked so 

well, he should have done it earlier. Why torment each other for so long?However, when he woke up 

and did not see Emily, he began to doubt his imagination.Emily was not with him, nor was her clothes. 

So Leo got up and went to the bathroom to look around but he did not find Emily. There was no note or 

message. He made a call to her, but it was hung up again and again.At this moment Leo was thoroughly 

disappointed. What he thought was just imagination, which had a very big gap with the reality.When 

Leo was frowning, Emily sent a message."Don't be burdened with what happened last night. Even 

though I drank a lot, I knew what I was doing. I'm just trying to prove that I'm a woman, and it has 

nothing to do with anything else. So you don't have to be smug to be responsible, and it was just 

playing, you don't have to be serious."After reading the message, Leo could not describe his feeling. 

Then he called again, but Emily's cell phone was turned off.Leo quickly got dressed and decided to go to 

Emily's house to find her. The company made a phone call to him saying there was an emergency 

situation he needed to deal with, so Leo could only go to the company.But by the time Leo got around to 

go to Emily’s home, she had already gone on a trip.Leo had been wondering why Emily did not accept 

him. It must be because his attitude was not sincere enough. If he was sincere, he would lay everything 

on the table. 
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Outside Emily's house, Leo called Brian. He told him Emily was out. "I think I'd better tell Winwin all the 

things between us. One is for Emily and the other is for Winwin." "If we don't take the initiative to tell, 

Winwin will hate us if she finds it out herself." Brian was in the same car with Winnie, and when Leo 

spoke of it, he switched his phone to the other ear so Winnie wouldn't hear him. And he didn't respond 

and was deep in thought. “Well, now?” Brian asked Leo. "Right now, come to my house and I'll send you 

the address. I'll call Daenerys and Kevin. If Winwin is angry, Daenerys can talk her out of it." Leo was 

thoughtful, even if he told her frankly, he was not sure that Winnie would be calm and not get angry. 

"Well, do as you wish. Send me the address and I will go there now." Brian put down the phone and 



looked at Winnie. "It's Leo's call. Let's go to his house." "Why?" Winnie asked doubtfully. "You'll see." 

Brian did not dare to say, and could not lie casually. That was the only way he could do. Then his mobile 

phone rang and received a link to Leo's location. He handed the phone to the driver in front of him. "Go 

here." After telling his driver, Brian began to meditate. He began to think about how to tell Winnie, how 

to make her understand and less angry. Otherwise, the hard-won relationship would be strained again. 

As Winnie and Brian came to Leo’s villa, Leo had arrived home. He told the nanny to prepare dinner. Leo 

gave Brian a wink, indicating that this matter would be said later. Everyone was tired from a day and it 

was their first visit to his home, he wanted to tell her after having a meal. Daenerys and Kevin hadn't 

arrived yet, once Winnie was angry, no one could stop her. "It looks so sweet here. It would be nice if 

there is woman and a child." Winnie looked around in the sitting room. It was not a big house, but it had 

the feeling of home. "It's small. I like the style, too. When I bought it, I didn't think of my wife and 

children. I thought I would be single all the time." Talking about wife and children, Leo couldn't help 

thinking of Emily, as Winnie. "Where's Emily? Why hasn’t she arrived?" "She...She can't come today. 

Daenerys and Kevin will be here in a minute." Leo was slightly nervous. "If we'd known she couldn't 

come, we'd met another day." Winnie thought it was just a simple gathering to drink together. Emily did 

not come, she felt lost. At this time, Brian came behind Winnie and put his hand on Winnie's shoulder 

naturally. "We'll come again when Emily has time." "Winwin, I see you like this villa. Shall we get one?" 

Brian changed the subject. Otherwise, they would have confessed before Daenerys came. "I like it, but I 

don't want to get it. It just feels like my old house. When my parents were alive, my family lived in a 

villa, which was about this size." Winnie inadvertently remembered her former house and said it out 

unconsciously. She didn't talk much about her family. If Brian's memory serves him, it was the third time 

she had talked about her family in the more than a year they had known each other. But every time it 

was cleverly interrupted, and Brian did not ask again. "Has your villa been auctioned off to someone? 

Tell me where it is, I'll get it for you." Brian still did not directly ask the specific situation of Winnie's 

family, he was afraid that Winnie would be sad. "Well, all these years have passed, there is no point in 

buying it back. I am living in a good house, and I will consider changing my house when Vanessa 

graduates from University." Although Winnie wanted to buy back her house, although Brian could buy 

the house smoothly, Winnie did not want to owe him a favor, do not want to spend him a penny. 

"Winwin, I think you should buy your house back. One is that your parents will feel relieved. The other is 

that you will feel secure living there." Leo persuaded too. "Wait and see. I am afraid Vanessa has deep 

memories about it and she would always think of parents. Once her emotion was out of control, I am 

afraid her illness repeated." "I will think about it after I've communicated with her." Winnie could only 

take Vanessa as an excuse, or Brian would help. As Winnie's voice fell, Daenerys and Kevin came in. They 

came in knowing they were on a mission, so they walked in looking naturally flustered. But when they 

saw a few people's expressions were calm, they felt at ease. They first chatted, and then had dinner. 

After dinner, Leo called them back to the living room. Leo’s expression was serious, and he began 

today's main purpose. "Winwin, I called you to come over because there is something I want to tell 

you." Leo then told her why he was with Emily, why he broke up with Emily, including Emily was to go 

abroad, in a word, he had not missed a bit of it...... "In fact, Emily and I have broken up. She didn't come 

today because she was angry with me and went on a trip." Winnie's head could not accept so much 

information. She did not expect that everything was false. It was only after hearing this that she 

remembered she felt something wrong several times. Winnie looked at Leo inconceivably at first, and 

then wrinkled her eyebrows. When she wanted to determine something, Brian spoke suddenly. 

"Winwin, I have something to hide from you too. In fact, my blind date is Emily. I kept it from you 



because I was afraid you would know that Emily and Leo broke up. And I need Emily's help to put off my 

grandpa." Brian had to put things out, took the opportunity to deal with it in order to avoid Winnie 

would be sad again. Winnie looked at Brian angrily, and then shifted her gaze to Daenerys and Kevin. 

She realized that she was supposed to be the only one who didn't know about the truth. "You know it?" 

"Yes." Said Daenerys, in a low voice. "So does Oscar?" Winnie continued to ask, for she had a trace of 

expectation for Oscar. Even if there was a person did not cheat her, she would feel better. However, 

Kevin gave an answer which made Winnie disappointed. "So does he." After Kevin's voice fell, Winnie 

falls into silence. For a moment her eyes glazed over and she did not know where to look. Brian was 

worried. “Winwin...” "Now I realize that I am a burden to all of you. I thought I lived very hard and did 

not need anyone's help. But you are there for me all the time, and I didn't even know it." Winnie did not 

lose her temper or get angry. But her tone was lifeless. She understood why they did it, but she could 

not accept herself being like a fool. "Emily was used for me. You've been working hard to hide it for me. 

How can I return this favor? How can I deal with my guilt to Emily?" "I have brought trouble to all of you. 

It seems that I am a very big trouble. In the future, I will stay away from you so as not to bring trouble to 

you." Winnie seemed have no soul. She hated to owe others, whether it was favor or money, she had 

shadow of it.Winnie wanted to be quiet, to think why she lived such a failure. So she got up and went 

straight outside without speaking to anyone.“Winwin...”Brian called her behind, but Winnie made a 

sound to stop him."I'm going out for a breath of air and I'll be back."She did not allow anyone to follow 

her. Winnie walked out of the villa and walked on the road alone.Although she had accidentally hurt 

Emily, Winnie was still the one who blamed herself most. Emily was in pain, but she laughed heartlessly, 

how could she face Emily?What was more ridiculous was that Brian's blind date was Emily actually. 

Emily was the most satisfied granddaughter-in-law candidate actually to Felix.Winnie suddenly laughed 

at herself. She seemed to have said that someone with Emily's family background was the most suitable 

for Brian.It was a joke then, but now it was true.What should she do? At the moment, too many things 

made her confused, too many things had become her pressure.How should she thank Emily, how should 

she face Emily?Winnie had been depressed and had been unable to find the answer.Just as she was 

worrying about what to do, a car passed her and then backed up."Miss Chambers, why are you 

here?"Stephen asked Winnie in surprise.For a split second, he thought he was mistaken. With uncertain 

he backed up to have a look, and it was really Winnie.Winnie was surprised to see Stephen."I come to a 

friend, do you come to your friend too?"Winnie managed to brace herself to make her mood seem less 

depressed."My house is right here. I come back to pick up a few things and go to the restaurant. I didn't 

expect to meet you.""You just come or want to leave? If you want to leave, I can send you 

back."Stephen was enthusiastic, but Winnie was in a daze on the side of the road and she did not seem 

like a new arrival here."I...I'm leaving. Give me a ride."With that, Winnie opened the door and got into 

his car.In the car, Winnie's mood could not change, but she was better."Just take me to the nearest bus 

stop."Winnie felt sorry to bother Stephen to send , after all, he was busy."I will send you wherever you 

go, and I can do that as a friend."How could Winnie go to the crowded bus? Besides there were few 

buses and it was getting dark. A woman being alone was not safe."Sorry to cause you trouble. You still 

have business in the restaurant, don't waste time because of me."Winnie said in a low and persistent 

voice. 
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At this time, Winnie did not want to go anywhere, just wanted to sit alone on the bus, to a place with no 

purpose, let her heart wander around with the bus, put her heart empty and temporarily did not think 

about anything. "Don't be so polite, it is meaningless. Tell me where you're going." Stephen's attitude 

was more firm. Winnie could only tell him a place. "Now that I'm bored and have no place to go, let’s go 

to your restanrant." "Sure?” "Sure." As Winnie said that, Brian's call came. Winnie saw that it was Brian 

calling and refused to answer without thinking. Then she sent a message to him. "Don't worry. I'm 

home. I want to be quiet." Winnie turned off her phone after sending the message. Brian. "Winwin went 

home." Brian said passively as he received the message. He had been worried since Winnie left. But he 

knew Winnie's temper, if he followed her, she would be angry. They waited quietly at home. Winnie had 

not come back, so he called, but he was worried when he received the message. "This is an area of villas 

and there is no bus. How did she get away without driving?" Leo asked the question with concern. "Did 

she call a taxi?” Daenerys knew that Winnie was sensitive to taxis, but she could not walk back. "No, 

Winwin can't make a taxi. You don't have to worry, I will go to her home." The more Brian thought, the 

more worried he was. Then he got up and left. Watching Brian leave, Daenerys could not help but sigh. 

"Alas......I am worried. She was not angry but said nothing, it is not her style. I can't stop worrying." "I 

expected her to be angry, if not with us, she will be angry with Brian, but I did not expect her to leave in 

this manner. I'm worried." Kevin was worried too and wondered if Winnie made this kind of reaction 

because she could not accept being cheated by so many people. "It's my fault. I shouldn't have lied to 

her in the first place. I hurt Emily and made Winwin sad." Leo said with self-blame. It was beyond his 

expectation, now in addition to feel guilty, he did not know what to do. "It's too late to say these words 

now. You don't have to worry about Winwin. I'll talk to her tomorrow. You'd better focus on Emily." 

"Talk to her when she comes back, but don't hurry. You can go abroad even if she goes abroad. I do not 

believe she could not be moved." Daenerys persuaded Leo. Now everyone seemed to be in the self-

blame. Winnie thought it was her fault, Leo felt that he could not shirk the responsibility. In this way, 

they would both feel guilty and could get along with each other in the future. "I will never give up on 

Emily, no matter where she goes, I can accompany her, I will spend the rest of my life to compensate 

her. But what should Winwin do? Her relationship with Brian could not be determined. Who should she 

rely on for the rest of her life?" Leo was worried about Winnie, but he knew that the one he loved was 

Emily. He worried about Winnie as a friend for many years, but he loved Emily and wanted to take care 

of her for the rest of his life. "That's what I worry about. She's in the toughest situation of all of us right 

now. Anyone can see the future and live a happy life with a smile. Only she had uncertainty ahead." 

Daenerys was worried too. The happier these people were, the sharper the contrast with Winnie's 

situation. "Don't worry about it. Winwin is a sensible woman. Only she can control what happens to her 

own affairs. Let them deal with it and trust that good will come of it." Kevin persuaded them, but since 

Brian and Wendy parted and Brian thought of that woman, Kevin dared not confirm Brian's attitude. To 

be honest, he also worried that Winnie would not be with Brian, worried that she would be alone for the 

rest of her life. Winnie came to Stephen's hot pot restaurant was not because there was no place to go 

or she was bored, it was because she did not want to trouble Stephen to send her. After arriving at the 

hotpot restaurant, Stephen went to deal with things. Winnie said a few words to the waiter and then 

left. She took the bus aimlessly, but this time she didn't go to the beach, afraid that she might get sick 

and cause trouble to others. She was to be as careful as possible in whatever she did in the future, and 

not to let her heart be condemned as much as possible. Brian came to Winnie’s downstairs, called her 

again, but her phone was still turned off. He wanted to go upstairs directly to confirm, but it was 

inappropriate to meet Winnie's aunt in this way. When he was hesitating, Vanessa suddenly appeared in 



front of him. "Are you here waiting for my sister? Why don't you go up?" Vanessa questioned. She just 

came back from the evening class, and when she got to the door of the community, she found that Brian 

was hovering here. "Vanessa, go up and see if your sister is at home. I called her and her phone is off." 

Brian was like seeing the savior and wanted Vanessa to go upstairs. Now he just wanted to make sure 

that Winnie was safe and really home. "Turned off? My sister does not easily turn off the phone, did you 

have a quarrel?" Vanessa looked at the eager Brian and began to worry. "Not exactly a quarrel...It's a bit 

troublesome to explain. Make sure Winwin is at home first." Brian didn't have the time to explain what 

had happened. By the end of the explanation, he was probably anxious to death. Vanessa did not 

continue to ask, but took out a mobile phone to call her aunt. "Aunt, has sister come back?" "No, she 

said she went to Leo's home for dinner and would come back later. You want to see her?" Isobel asked. 

To avoid her aunt to be worry, Vanessa could only lie. "If she comes back, I want to have sauna with her. 

I am tired from study and want to relax. Never mind, I won't go until my sister comes back. I'll be home 

later." Vanessa hung up the phone and her eyes became sharp. "My sister is not at home. What is the 

matter with you? Have you offended her again?” If it was the truth, Vanessa would be disappointed with 

Brian again. "There is something we did not tell her..." Brian did not conceal but gave simple 

explanation. Then he continued to worry. "Where can she go?” "Brian, can you take my sister seriously? 

She's a woman, and if you make her sad like this, it will hurt her.” Winnie didn't answer Brian's questions 

because she didn't know where her sister was either. At this time her sister was not the most worrying, 

but Brian in front of her. Vanessa continued to speak. "You are my sister's boyfriend. Why do you always 

ignore her? My sister has a hard time and she wants to be happy to be with you. But think for yourself, 

has she ever been happy since she knew you?"Vanessa said aggressively. In fact, she has been trying to 

talk with Brian. She knew that her words might not change anything, but she still wanted to say it for her 

sister. She could not bear to see her sister tortured by love.Vanessa continued to speak."Brian, do you 

really love my sister? If you really love her, you should love her with all your heart, instead of giving her 

pain. If you love her and cannot make her happy, let her go, she will not suffer unequally without 

you."Vanessa said a lot, which made Brian ashamed."I know you're good for your sister, and I know I'm 

not good enough. But I really love your sister. I have a lot of things to deal with right now. I need some 

time. When all these things are settled, I shall devote all my energies to protecting your sister from 

further harm."Brian's love for Winnie was beyond doubt, but he now faced too many obstacles, which 

must be solved bit by bit."Brian, love doesn't clash with anything, and nobody dares to do wrong to her, 

if you pet her like a princess. But now everyone could bully her.""Is it true that the name of cheater on 

my sister has been so deeply rooted in you that you don’t trust her?"Vanessa felt what Brian said was an 

excuse. No man was willing to let the woman he loved got injured. But her sister was a humble admirer 

to her, among all women of Brian, her sister was the one who got injured the most."No, 

Vanessa...""Vanessa."Two voices, one male and one female, came out almost at the same time.The male 

voice was of Brian and the female voice was of Winnie.Winnie had been changing a bus, until 

unknowingly she returned to her home. Fast to the downstairs, she saw Vanessa and Brian in the 

conversation.Although Winnie only heard two sentences, she knew that Brian was embarrassed by 

Vanessa's words."Sister...Where did you go?"Vanessa asked Winnie with a face of worry."Winiwn, you 

are back."Brian came to Winnie and there was worry in his eyes."Vanessa, you go home first, don't 

worry, I can handle it."Winnie pulled Vanessa's hand, knowing that Vanessa was disappointed at Brian’s 

behavior. No matter how, she did not want to use any form to embarrass Brian."Sister...""Go back, and 

don't tell aunt. I'll be upstairs in a minute.”Vanessa was unwilling to, but Winnie did not give her a 

chance.Vanessa looked aside at Brian, and said the last word."Brian, you are a successful man, a good 



father and a good leader, but you are not fit to be my sister's boyfriend. We are poor and not match to 

you, the best of the plutocrats. I hope you give me my sister back, and I hope you will let my family live 

in peace."Vanessa said sharply and then walked toward home.Brian did not know what to say. Every 

charge of Vanessa was founded, and every sentence hurt Brian's heart like a needle. Did his love really 

torture Winwin? Was his love burden to Winnie and even her family? 
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After Vanessa left, Winnie put on a bitter smile and looked at Brian. "Do not care about what Vanessa 

has said, just do whatever you want to do and you don’t need to care what I think. Just be yourself." 

Winnie’s voice low was very low, it seemed like she was too tired to say any more words. "Winwin 

where have you been, I am worried about you." Brian turned around and put his hands on Winnie's 

shoulders, wearing a sad face. "Nothing. I just walk around for some distractions. You go back, I'm tired 

and want to go home for a rest." Winnie was about to leave, but was pulled by Brian. Looking at such a 

depressed Winnie, how could he feel relieved and let her go alone. "Winwin, I know you are tired. But 

we need to talk now." As he said, Brian pulled Winnie straight to the car, at least there were no one 

around in the car, and she could calm herself down. Both of them sat in the back. Brian held Winnie's 

hands on his own hands, but got no response from Winnie. "Winwin, let’s first talk about your family, 

your aunt and Vanessa are aware of our relationship, right? They all are disappointed in me because I 

am not good enough for you, and always let you be hurt by others. This is also why your aunt does not 

agree that we are together, and don’t want to see me, right?" "Everyone in my family knows about our 

relationship. Vanessa should be disappointed in you now, but my aunt has been against me and you 

being together from the very beginning. She has always said that once I marry to you, I will have a hard 

life because we are of different classes." Her family did know their relationship, but only partly, there 

were many sad things she did not tell them. If she told them all, her aunt must have long taken her away 

from him. Winnie continued to say. "Brian, you don't have to care about all this. Just remember one 

sentence, you don’t have to change for anyone." Winnie knew in her heart that in Brian's heart, she was 

not as important as he said. He had never changed himself because of her, nor had he done anything for 

her, nor had she seen any results from his efforts. All of these were probably a sign that they were 

destined to meet but not fated to be together, so Winnie didn’t expect to have a happy ending with 

Brian. "How can I not care, it is because I am not doing enough for you that makes me let your family 

down. If I do a good job in everything, there won’t be a problem, nor will your aunt against us being 

together. Winwin... I am sorry." Brian did apologize to Winnie, which was the least thing she wanted to 

hear. He directly hugged Winnie into his arms, trying to appease Winnie, but actually it was himself who 

was appeased. As Winnie was in his arms, he felt very secured and relieved. It was only at this moment 

that he felt he was the happiest. "Why are you saying sorry to me? You know I do not like to hear your 

apology. But you keep apologizing to me, are you trying to offend me like those people saying mean 

words on the Internet?" Winnie tried to calm herself as much as possible and said to Brian in a joking 

tone. She would never cause trouble to anyone again, never show her pain again, and never complain to 

anyone again. Her unconscious behavior did make herself comfortable, but it brought trouble to others. 

That was the last thing she wanted. "It's because I really feel sorry for you so I'm saying this, especially 

because I shouldn't have kept the matter of my blind date with Emily from you." Brian felt that Winnie 



was about to conceal her feeling again, and she wasn’t quite right now. It was time for her to be angry, 

to have a big fight with him, but not be silent. "You guys are doing it for my own good, so don't feel 

sorry. It does feel bad to be cheated by all of you, but it is a white lie that I can understand. I... feel sorry 

that I have inconvenienced all of you and I am the one who should say sorry." "I have owed so many 

people for so many years and finally paid them back. Now all of a sudden there are so many more, it 

makes me a little wary. It's too tiring to pay back favors, I'm exhausted now." "You guys... " Winnie 

stopped here, swallowing back all the words of complaint into her stomach. Although they had brought 

her a burden, and made her feel guilty, but their starting point was for her good, how could she 

complain about them. Winnie released herself from Brian's embrace, feeling the warmth disappearing 

all of a sudden. But she had to do it, had to warm herself on her own. "I don't blame you and Emily for 

your blind date, I'll apologize to Emily, after all, she was hurt by Leo as well, and it is all because of me, 

so I must apologize to her." "As for the future, it is your own business that how the relationship between 

you and her is going. I just hope that no one and nothing will get me involved." Winnie knew it was 

indeed selfish for her to say these at this moment, but if she didn't say them, they would still do things 

without her knowledge in the future. She would rather solve things openly and honestly, and face them 

bravely, rather than being hidden from like a fool. After all, nothing could be hidden for a lifetime, and 

the later you knew, the deeper you got hurt. "Winwin, Emily and I are impossible to be together. We are 

just helping each other out. After she broke up with Leo, her parents have been arranging for her to go 

on a blind date, and we both have our own hardships, and have to cooperate with each other." Brian 

hurriedly explained, as for Winnie's sadness, he did not know how to comfort her. They did this out of 

the goodness for her, but if they had told her at the beginning, Winnie could not have carried such a big 

burden in her heart now. She had gone through too much, so she had to be cautious and careful about 

everything. Now so many people were paying too much for her, she must feel very pressured. "You 

don't need to explain this to me, I believe you have no feeling for her. I just want to tell you that don’t 

do anything more for me. If the chairman asks you to get married, then you get married, asks you to go 

on a blind date, then do it, don't disobey him." "Brian, like my aunt said, I don't deserve your rich family, 

and being with you will make you lose face. I have a million reasons for wanting to be with you, but I 

don’t have the right identity that would allow me to be with you." What Winnie said was the gap that 

could not be closed between them. Wendy was the right girl, so as Emily, only she couldn’t meet the 

requirements that Felix made, no matter how hard she tried to do. So she could only realize the 

difficulty and retreat, but this was indeed the first time in her life that she knew the difficulty and chose 

to give up the man she loved so much. "Winwin, you can't say that. I have never looked down on you. If I 

treat you the same as my grandfather does, disliking you as you have no status, then at the beginning I 

would not be with you. Winwin, do not give up on me, but work with me, OK? In the future regardless 

of... " "Do not talk about our future with me, and do not give me any promises. You should know that 

the greater the hope the greater the disappointment. And if there is no hope, there is no 

disappointment and no sadness." Winnie had no expectations for Brian, even Vanessa felt disappointed 

on Brian. There was no expectation left. "Let's just leave it like this and go as far as we can. You are not 

kept in the middle, and I will not be burdened." Winnie finished her words, leaving no opportunity for 

Brian to keep her, and directly opened the door and left. She owed so many people and was too tired. 

She wanted to find a place where no one knew her so that she could relax herself and start a new life. 

Brian did not went after her, knowing that Winnie could not listen to him at this moment. But the last 

words Winnie said made him worry. She was so exhausted and wanted to give up now. She would leave 

him after so many times of disappointments. But how about him, should he let her go or continue. But 



he felt his heart was about to break only thinking of letting go of her hands! The first thing Winnie did 

after coming home was to call Emily, but her phone was switched off. She could only leave a message to 

Emily. "Call me back when you have time, and come back earlier if possible." The next day. Winnie went 

to work as usual, and at noon she took time to go to Leo's company.Today she came over not to talk 

about business, just wanted to ask Leo how did he feel to her. If he still had feelings for her, Winnie 

must quit her job and keep her distance from him."Winwin, are you disappointed in me because of what 

I have done? Actually, at that time, I did it on impulse, not thinking too much. I just wanted to help you, 

but you always refused my help and always distanced yourself from me, so that's why I came up with 

this idea."Without waiting for Winnie to say anything, Leo knew the intention of Winnie to come here. 

He took the initiative to admit his mistake and wanted to earn Winnie's forgiveness.Yesterday, Winnie 

left without saying anything, but it was precisely her silent reaction that made people worry the most. 

Everyone thought Winnie should lose her temper, should fight with everyone.But she surprised 

everyone and did not say anything. The more Winnie acted like this, the more worried everyone 

was."Leo, I don't blame you for doing this, and I don't blame anyone. You all did this for the goodness of 

me, if I can not understand this, I really do not deserve to be your friend."After knowing this matter, 

Winnie did feel uncomfortable in her heart, but she did not hate them or blame them, she just couldn’t 

bear their big care for her."Leo, I come here today to confirm one thing with you. I want to know what 

kind of feelings you have for me now?""Friend? Confidant? Or you want to be my male best friend for 

life."Leo was very decisive and gave Winnie his answer directly. Even he himself did not expect him to 

say he didn’t love her anymore."Are you sure? You are not lying to me?"Winnie asked Leo surprisingly."I 

am very sure."Leo answered her much more certainly, and Winnie felt very relieved after hearing these. 

He felt that the only woman in his heart at this moment was Emily. "Winwin, this time I am not lying to 

you. I have fallen in love with Emily during the time of guarding you, and I have started to pursue her. 

It's just that she couldn't believe me and thinks I am lying to her, and keeps refusing to accept 

me."Looking at Leo's incomparably sincere look, and the uncontrollable fondness for Emily in his eyes. 

Winnie believed Leo."Leo you must not lie to me, you must not hurt another girl for me. I can trust you 

once more. If you are lying to me, we can't be friends anymore."Winnie finally felt free at this 

moment."Don't worry, I won't lie to you."Leo assured himself again and again, if he knew that it would 

be so easy to tell her everything so clearly, why would he have hidden it from her for so long. 
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Winnie had figured it out Leo’s true feeling for her and didn't need to worry about it anymore. She had 

cleared up things with Brian as well. The next one should be Emily. She must clear up the 

misunderstanding between her and Emily, otherwise Winnie would feel guilty of Emily for the rest of her 

life. "What about Emily? Do you want to confess to her? I called her last night, but her phone was turned 

off, so I left a message to her, but she didn’t reply." Winnie had been thinking about it since she sent out 

the message yesterday, hoping that Emily would call her back soon so that she could explain herself, and 

she must be thankful for her because she was the one who was hurt the most on this matter. "I went to 

her house in the morning, her parents wouldn't let me look for her. They said I should give her some 

time for being alone, they would tell me once she comes back." So Leo came back to work at ease after 

listening to Emily's parents’s words. It was just that he wished he could be by Emily’s side at this 



moment, just accompanying her. "Let me know one she comes back, I want to thank her." Winnie said. 

"I'll let you know when she comes back." "Winwin, there is one thing, I need your help." Leo asked 

Winnie’s help directly. "I have confessed my love to Emily several times, but she just doesn't believe that 

my feelings for her are real. She once was cheated by me and felt sad. She now dares not to believe in 

me. I think she will listen to you, can you help me to persuade her?" Leo had thought of all kinds of ways 

to convince Emily, and thought she would accept him since they had already slept together. But Emily 

still refused to forgive him, refused to believe him. He was anxious, and was afraid that Emily would 

went out frequently, and he would not have the opportunity to see her, and Emily's love for him would 

disappear gradually. "Don't worry, I will do you this favor even if you don't ask me. Just tell me once she 

comes back." Winnie would persuade Emily to accept Leo even if not for others, just for feeling more 

comfortable in her heart. Not to mention how could she bear to watch a couple who loved each other 

deeply not being able to be together because of her. Winnie returned to the Bennet Group only to find 

Daenerys waiting in her office. She looked at her with dissatisfaction. But she was not resent her, she 

was just angry that Daenerys, as her best friend, would lie to her. "Winwin, I have been waiting for you 

for a long time, how come you come back so late. I'm hungry, if you don't come back, I will die of 

hunger." Daenerys said as a poor dog, letting herself look pitiful, so that she could win Winnie's 

sympathy and could make Winnie less angry. "If not for the sake of Jelly Bean, I really want to let you 

starve for a whole day." She was full of anger, but looking at Daenerys's poor face, how could she vent it 

on her. "You are bad now you know. Leo lied to me, Brian lied to me, your husband Oscar also lied to 

me. I can accept it. But you are my best friend! How can you lie to me as they did?" "No, no, I also have 

my standpoint to help Leo to hide things from you. Just listen to me first, if you know the whole story, 

you would understand my situation." Daenerys saw that Winnie was not as angry as she thought and 

explained to her hurriedly. "Emily knows that Leo likes you. It was Wendy who deliberately told her in 

order to cause a misunderstanding between you and Emily to bother you. It was Emily who told me this 

after she broke up with Leo. After Emily knew Leo didn’t love her, she proposed to break up with him, at 

that time Leo was not sure whether he was in love with Emily, so he asked me to help him and not to tell 

this to you. He would tell you everything once he figured out his feeling to Emily." "But who would have 

thought that when Leo wanted to confess himself, Brian and Emily were arranged on a blind date, and 

Brian did need Emily's help at that time. So we don’t tell you until now." "Winwin, don't be angry, all of 

us are doing this for your own good." Daenerys's expectant gaze fell on Winnie. She was not trying to 

beg for forgiveness, but only wanting Winnie not to torture her so that she would be less guilty. "I know 

you all are doing it for my own good, but Daenerys you should know me well. All of a sudden I owe so 

many favors, and Emily is still in pain because of me. You know how guilty I feel now. If you have talked 

to me earlier, Emily wouldn't have been hurt so deeply now." "You have indeed helped me out. But 

what about Emily? Am I building my happiness on others’s sadness?" Now Winnie was worried about 

Emily the most, because she knew what heartache was like, and knew that it was such a torture to have 

another woman in the heart of the man you loved so much. "Okay, I'm wrong, I will not make the same 

mistake. Even if the whole world is lying to you, I will not betray you, okay?" Daenerys apologized to 

Winnie like a little child who had made a mistake. She knew that Winnie was not the only one who was 

hurt by this matter, and she also knew that the one who was hurt the most was Emily. But if they didn’t 

force them, Leo wouldn’t know that he was in love with Emily, and they would missed each other. "For 

the sake of Jelly Bean, I forgive you, if you lie to me again, I will disappear, so that you can never see me 

again." How could Winnie hate them. If she really hated them, she would not feel good either. Daenerys 

excitedly hugged Winnie. She knew she was the best and was the most considerate. "You're the best. I 



love you so much." "Okay, okay, stop acting like a child. Just help me to get Emily back as soon as 

possible. I need to clear up everything with her, so that she won’t feel sad anymore." Only when Emily 

and Leo's thing was settle down, could Winnie feel relieved. Only when Emily was happy, would her guilt 

on her disappear. "I have an idea to make her come back as soon as possible. You don’t have to worry 

about it, as long as you don't mention this matter first, I'll get her back as soon as possible." Daenerys 

said firmly, as if she would definitely let Emily come back. "Winwin, you should not worry too much. I 

think there is no problem between Emily and Leo, after all, Emily is still in love with Leo, they will 

definitely be together again." "But have you thought about how to handle the matter of Brian and 

Emily's matchmaking?" Daenerys comforted Winnie, while asking another difficult question. It seemed 

that there was a conflict between the two, but the latter was a problem that must be solved. "Last night 

I told Brian about this matter. I had told him my attitude. I said I don't care and won't let him continue to 

run away for me, and he should solve his problem with Emily by himself." Even if Winnie gave her 

advice, Brian might not listen to her. "Daenerys, it's better to settle the matter between Emily and Leo 

first, just leave my own problem aside now." Winnie didn't dare to directly say that she and Brian 

wouldn't have a result, saying it out would make Daenerys worry about her again. From now on she had 

to learn to use a good-natured lie to cover up things for her, so as not to bring trouble to others and not 

to make more people worry about her. Since Rufus knew that Vanessa was his child. Almost every 

morning he would wait for Vanessa in the front of her school, but he never let Vanessa see him, only 

checking on his child far away. This morning, he was standing at the entrance of the school as usual and 

unfortunately he was found out by Vanessa. "Why is Uncle Rufus here?" Vanessa walked towards Rufus 

and asked surprisingly. "Oh... I am here to see an old friend, and only to find out that I remember the 

wrong time when I get here. We have an appointment for tomorrow." Rufus was a little nervous, but he 

had long before thought of the excuse, just in case being found out one day, so that he wouldn’t be 

suspected by Vanessa. "Okay, then Uncle Rufus, bye bye, I should go in now. Come and visit me if you 

have time." "Okay, you can come to my house with Luke and Megan during the weekend. You have not 

visited me for a long time." The two invited each other. Rufus really hoped that Vanessa would visit his 

house so that he could get close to her, could cook the most delicious meals for her and give her the 

warmest care. "Okay, bye, Uncle Rufus!" "Bye!"Vanessa said goodbye directly and ran into the school, 

while Rufus behind her kept watching her disappear out of his sight.The smile on Rufus's face 

disappeared, and then came the endless sorrow.Did he really want to live like this? To hide Vanessa's 

identity for the rest of his life? It was impossible, nothing could be hidden, and people always had to 

face the truth.Thomas had not been at ease as well. Since he came back from the prison, he always was 

alone in the room.His father gave the villa to the two children, making Thomas even more 

depressed.Just like his wife said, he could not be doing nothing to wait for the opportunity to come. He 

should fight for the opportunity. It was impossible the opportunity would look for him.Thinking of this, 

Thomas directly took the car keys and went straight to Richard's place.Richard was surprised to see 

Thomas, who he thought would never come to see him again, thinking he had been abandoned by 

him."It's great that you're here, I'm running out of food and supplies."Richard took the initiative to find a 

topic, while Thomas wore a look of disdain."Richard, I went to see your daughter in prison the other day. 

Your daughter dared to threaten me. Do you think she has too much guts.""She threatened you? Why is 

this child so ignorant. Did you hear her wrong? What can she threaten you with."Richard explained, 

while being alert. After all, he didn't know what was going on."I didn't hear her wrong."Thomas said 

with certainty, his voice revealed his anger."She may not know your identity, so she threatened you. 

And probably she was anxious to get out and took you as a life saver."Richard felt a bit unsecured in his 



heart, because Penny really would say the threatening words to him."You're wrong. She threatened me 

because she knew who I was. She did rush out, and said if I didn't get her out, she would tell Brian that I 

went to meet her.""Richard, I really don’t think you would teach such a ‘good’ daughter. I was so cared 

about her that I let her live in a single room and let her live better than any of the prisoners. But she 

dared to threaten me. Do you think I should swallow my anger?"At the end, Thomas’ sharp eyes 

revealed a sense of ruthlessness, making Richard feel terrified in his heart."No, no, there is no need to 

get angry with a child. She is too ignorant, how can she threaten her life saver.""Thomas, don’t be angry 

with a child. She knows nothing. She can't do anything to you with me around.""But how could she 

know who you are?"Richard had some doubts, since Thomas had always been cautious, it must not be 

him to tell her. 

Hey, My Twins Babies 

CHAPTER 448: THOMAS'S OPPORTUNITY CAME 

 

Thomas was still staring at Richard with a pair of cold and frighting eyes. "One of her friend went to see 

her, and she asked her friend to investigate me. Your daughter is not ignorant, she is way too smart." 

Thomas continued. "How have I survived all these years, Richard you should understand me. I'm 60 

years old, can I still be threatened by a young little girl? Not only will I not get her out, but I would get 

her out of the single room and find someone else to take ‘good’ care of her." The "care" had another 

meaning, Thomas knew Richard could understand what he truly meant. "Thomas, don't be angry. She 

won't do anything to you. Don't waste time on her. For my sake, please continue to take care of her." 

Richard hurriedly complimented Thomas, he knew that once Thomas decided to deal with Penny, Penny 

would definitely die in prison. "For your sake?" Thomas asked with contempt. "Who do you think you 

are? What's the difference between you and your daughter? I pay for your food and let you live in my 

house, helping you hide from the police. So what? One threatens me, one has a selfish intention to 

make me miss the best opportunity." "Richard, if you were me, tell me what's the use of keeping you 

and your daughter?" Thomas put the question to Richard, he believed that Richard knew better than 

him what to do. "Thomas, stop saying it, I'm blaming myself now. But don't worry, I have fount out 

another thing, it might be something you can use." Richard had no choice. If Thomas could say such 

words, it meant he would prove that he had the ability to make him and his daughter disappear. In order 

to save themselves, Richard could only find a way to win Thomas's trust. "What?" Thomas asked 

seriously. "Before I tell you, I have a request. I hope you can help me to get my daughter out of prison, I 

want to see her." Richard had to say his request. The thing he was going to tell was his last bargaining 

chip. If he didn’t say it now, he was afraid there was no chance for him to see Penny again, and no 

chance to talk to her. "That depends on how valuable the thing you are going to tell. Richard, you know I 

don’t have much patience. If you are playing mind games with me, I will let the police never find you and 

will let you and your daughter reunite in another world. But if your news has some value for me to use, I 

will meet your request." Thomas was played by him once, and this time he had to warn Richard in 

advance so that he wouldn't lie to him once more. "This news must be of interest to you, and I think it is 

also of great use." Richard understood Thomas's warning. If he was playing mind games, the two of 

them, the father and daughter, would die in Thomas's hands. Killing was something that Thomas was 

completely capable of, not to mention unrelated people, even blood-related family members, he would 

never show any mercy to them. "Then tell me now." Thomas coldly ordered. "Winnie is Dominik's 



daughter." Richard revealed what he thought was the most valuable information. This information was 

indeed very useful, causing Thomas's eyes to widen incredulously. "Winnie is Dominik's daughter?" 

Thomas asked uncertainly. He also investigated Winnie, but did not find out this information, could it be 

that Richard made it up haphazardly? "Yes, Winnie is Dominik's daughter. Their aunt is Isobel." In order 

to win Thomas’s trust, Richard revealed Isobel as well. "Isobel?" Thomas was not confused about 

Richard this time, but he was shocked. "If you don't believe me, you can follow Winnie and see if her 

aunt is Isobel. Winnie together with her sister lives with their aunt." Richard had known this long ago. 

Before he had the opportunity to use this information, he got some trouble and had to hide himself. 

Now being forced, he had to tell it to Thomas. Thomas heard this, frowning in silence. Richard had said 

so sincerely, which meant he was not lying. Winnie was indeed Dominik's daughter. How could things be 

so complicated. Dominik and Brian collided in a car accident, while Brian lost his memory and Thomas 

escaped a disaster. Then Winnie gave birth to Brian's child, then... "Does Brian know Winnie is Dominik's 

daughter?" Thomas suddenly asked. "Of course not, if he knows this, what’s the point for me telling you 

now? You know Brian hates Dominik’s family so much, if he knows, how could he be so quiet and be in 

peace with Winnie?" Richard analyzed the situation. Even though he had not contacted with these 

people for a long time, but with his understanding of Brian, he could be sure that Brian didn’t know 

anything. "What about Winnie, does Winnie know about the feud between Brian and her family?" 

Thomas continued to ask. "I'm not sure about this, who knows if she has a purpose. First she is a 

surrogate mother, then she comes back for a child. It is not surprising that she has a big conspiracy." 

When it came to Winnie, Richard's hatred could hardly be suppressed, naturally not a single good word 

would be said to her. "Surrogate mother? What does that mean?" Thomas had to figure it out. "Don't 

you know? Luke and that child were born to Winnie as a surrogate mother. If I'm right, she should have 

chosen Brian for surrogacy to pay off her debt. And you should guess the purpose of Brian finding 

Winnie as his surrogate mother." Thomas captured the important information, while Richard felt that he 

had talked too much. How did he know that Thomas didn't know that Winnie was a surrogate mother. 

The last time Thomas angrily came over, just being angry at him, and did not mention the matter of 

surrogacy, but looking at his furious face, Richard thought he should know this. He couldn’t believe he 

didn't know the origin of the two children at all. Thomas indeed did not know what Richard had said at 

all. If things were true, he was once again cheated by the whole family. Since the whole family was wary 

of him and did not treat him as a family member, there was no need for him to care them at all. "Winnie 

became a surrogate mother for the money; Brian looked for a surrogate mother to give birth to his baby 

in order to compete with me. It seems they two are all scheming young bastards." Realizing the reason 

why Brian looking for surrogacy, Thomas was not as less care as he behaved. He felt that he had been 

cheated by Brian. If there was no Luke, Brian would not have been so easily got his position back. The 

hatred in his heart grew deeper and deeper, he also felt a sense of shame of being set up. This revenge 

he must take, and that position he must get back. "Brian looks for surrogacy for the status, but I think 

Winnie, being a surrogate mother and staying with Brian, is not only for the money." Richard would not 

let Thomas miss Winnie. He would not let him pay all attention only on Brian. His intention was indeed 

to bring Brian down, but the harm Winnie had done to his daughter, he would make her pay for it as 

well. "Winnie wants to take revenge for his father?" Thomas asked Richard rhetorically, at first he 

thought the same, but was not sure about it. "Yes, she must be looking for an opportunity to take 

revenge for her father. If our guess is wrong, at least, we can use this to turn them against each other." 

Richard said with a sinister and cunning smile."Think about it, Brian loves Winnie so much, if you use 

Winnie to hurt him, Brian must be crushed. When the time comes, you will have an opportunity to take 



advantage of it."Richard's words made Thomas really happy.Like Richard said, no matter what Winnie's 

purpose was, she was a target they could take advantage of. And she worked at the Bennet Group, and 

he could use her to cover for him in times of danger. Such a person must be used.It was just that 

Thomas felt he couldn't come to Winnie directly as simple as Richard had said. If a woman was not 

enough to do much harm to Brian, the opportunity for him to beat down Brian would be lost once 

again.He would have a plan B, and would not tell everything now, when he had prepared everything 

well, by then Brian would be crushed heavily.Thinking of this, Thomas thought of one more thing."I've 

investigated Winnie as well, but why is all this information not found out?"Thomas asked."Winnie's 

information was blocked by Stella. What could be found about her was only some information after the 

surrogacy. The Stella of your family was very powerful, you must not underestimate her. As far as I 

know, Brian had a lot of things with Stella helping him behind or Rufus taking charge of. Without these 

backup forces, Brian would be no longer capable of developing the Bennet Group so fast."Richard had to 

remind him, because one of his purposes was to start up a power struggle within the Bennet family, and 

the other was to remind Thomas to be careful about the people around him and not to underestimate 

his enemy.Thomas knew that Stella had been secretly helping Brian, but he didn't expect that the matter 

of surrogacy was also facilitated by Stella. And Rufus left the Bennet Group from twenty years ago, and 

never asked about of affairs of the Bennet Group. And he hated his son Brian for so many years, how 

could he help his son now?If this was the case he should be more cautious. One Stella was easy to deal 

with, so did one Brian, but with three of them working together, Thomas felt a bit hard for him now. "No 

wonder I could not find out this information, it turns out that all have been well covered up."Thomas 

said coldly, and Richard had to make his request once again."Thomas, this information is useful, right? 

For the sake of this information, could you get my daughter out so that I can meet her?"The cunning 

sign in Richard's eyes no longer existed and was replaced with a look of begging."I can help you, but you 

can't rush it. You should know that it is not easy to get her out of prison."Thomas tentatively fudged 

over. He must be careful about this. After all, it would put him in danger."Thank you so much Thomas, 

with your promise, I believe you and I will not push you."Richard thanked Thomas, but he could not see 

Thomas's sincerity."Thomas, you can rest assured that as long as you get my daughter out, I will 

definitely tell you first no matter what news I find out in the future."For the sake of his own and Penny's 

safety, and for them reuniting together, Richard had to throw out a bait."I'll try."Although Thomas also 

knew it was a bait, Thomas now believed that Richard had more useful information. Otherwise, how 

would he have the confidence to confront with Brian.Thomas agreed to help Richard. But it was a little 

difficult to get Penny out, and the risk taken was relatively high. 

Hey, My Twins Babies 

CHAPTER 449: THOMAS CHANGED HIS ATTITUDE 

 

After dinner, Thomas was chatting with Felix, inadvertently bringing up the issue of custody of the two 

children. He did it on purpose actually. After all, the topic started with the two children, so he may not 

be suspected. "Dad, you still have not settled down the matter of the two children, right? To keep them 

or to give them to Winnie? Just make a decision quickly, so that the thing could be solved." Thomas's 

words made Felix feel surprised. Thomas at the beginning opposed to give the two children to Winnie, 

but now it seemed that his attitude had changed. "I can’t decide now, what’s your advice?" "I think... in 

fact, it’s better for the two children living with their mother, both doing good for the physical and 



mental health of them, and they would be more confident. Then when they grow up, it is not too late 

for us to ask them back. No matter where they live, they are the children of the Bennet family. There is 

no need to force them to stay here." Thomas's attitude had changed completely, which was not 

expected by Felix. But Thomas's words were somewhat reasonable. Only in Rufus's opinion this was not 

enough to make the two children happy. Since the last time they came here, seeing the two children 

being ridiculed by their classmates and watching Megan cry in anger, Felix's heart was going to break. It 

was indeed unfair for such a small child enduring so much. The older generation of them had a harder 

time but grew up with their mother around and a complete family. Looking at the two children without 

a home, no mother around, Felix indeed could not bear it. But for Winnie, he was not likely to accept her 

as the daughter-in-law of the Bennet family. "Dad, you knew Brian and Winnie were together from the 

very beginning. At that time if you had stopped them, there would not be so much trouble now." 

Thomas's words pulled back Felix's thoughts. Felix glanced at Thomas before speaking. "I don’t know. 

They already had a child when I found them out." Felix did not tell the truth, because it had become a 

fact, and there was no need to argue who was right and who was wrong, because Thomas would be 

unhappy if he knew the truth. Felix's answer, indeed, let Thomas felt very uncomfortable. He was just 

feeling out his father's attitude, but he did not expect that at this moment, his father was still hiding 

things from him. In other words, from the very beginning of the competition for the Bennet Group’s 

position as the person in charge, his father already favored of Brian and was shielding him on 

everything. "It's strange that at that time Brian was in a relationship with Wendy. Wendy didn't give 

birth to a single child of the Bennet family, and Winnie, a person who no one knew, even gave birth to 

two children." Thomas said deliberately. This was his last chance he gave his father. If his father told the 

truth, then he would take care of his father's feelings. If his father didn’t, then did not blame him for 

being ruthless. "Who could have predicted this kind of thing. As long as they are the blood of the Bennet 

family, I don’t care who gives birth to them." Felix still did not tell the truth, Thomas felt very 

disappointed. But Thomas's disappointment did not show out, and immediately he continued to talk 

about Winnie. "Dad, I think Winnie is a talent. If you can't accept her as the daughter-in-law of the 

Bennet family, you can't let her leave the Bennet Group. I heard Jack say that when she was at the 

Bennet Group last year, the Bennet Group had the highest revenues during that period. Such a talent is 

not easy to find, and we should not let someone else take her to against us." Although he was 

disappointed, Thomas began his plan, the first step of the plan was to keep Winnie, who was a key 

figure. "How to keep her? She has her own company." Felix also knew that Winnie was a talent, and 

knew that Winnie could create higher benefits for the Bennet Group if she stayed. But Winnie already 

had her own company, how could she return to the Bennet Group? "Her company is so small, can't we 

do anything about it? Either cooperate with it, or purchase it. In this way, Winnie is the Bennet Group 

employee. We will be able to control her." Thomas gave his opinion, but he felt that the best way was to 

keep Winnie in the Bennet family, so that he could hurt Brian deeper, and they would be heartbroken 

after knowing the truth, and hate each other or even hurt each other. Felix was very satisfied with 

Thomas's proposal. To either buy her company or cooperate with her, or finding a way to keep her by 

Brian's side, in that way, she could always work for the Bennet Group for the rest of her life. Felix had 

always believed that Thomas only inherited his ambition, and unfortunately he was not competent in 

management, and with too much ambition, he would cause many unpleasant consequences. If he had 

Brian's management ability, with properly controlled ambition, when Rufus gave up the Bennet Group, 

he would not choose Brian, but him. After the talk with Thomas this time, many days of worry had been 

swept away from Felix’s heart. He had made the best decision. Emily was finally tricked back by 



Daenerys. Winnie and Daenerys made an appointment to pick Emily up from the airport. Emily was 

surprised to see Winnie and Daenerys coming together to pick her up. However, Winnie gave her a big 

hug and said "good job" in a meaningful way, which made Emily even more perplexed. "Why are you 

guys here?" Emily asked in a puzzle. "I miss you so much, so I come to pick you up. Are you tired of the 

trip, let’s go to the cafe to have a drink before going home." Daenerys and Winnie, one on each side of 

Emily, held Emily's hand and helped to take her suitcase. Emily was inexplicably taken to the airport 

cafe, and was pressed into the seat with a confused face. "Why are you guys acting weird today?" Emily 

finally couldn't help but ask. "You guys have a chat first, I'll go to order my coffee." After saying this, 

Daenerys went directly to the front desk. Emily's question could only be answered by Winnie. "We act a 

bit strange today, but because I am grateful to you." Winnie said seriously, but her face was bright and 

charming. "Emily, I already know about you and Leo, and I also know that you have been holding back 

for me for so long. Thank you for helping me, with good friends like you who always think of me, I think 

this is the greatest gift of my life." Hearing this, Emily finally knew the reason why Winnie and Daenerys 

were so strange today, and also knew the purpose of Daenerys to trick her back. She could not bear 

Winnie's thanks, but she was too heartbroken to say a word. Winnie continued. "These days, I know you 

have been sad, and I understand your disappointment in Leo, your feeling of heartache. Emily, I still 

want to thank you for genuinely treating me as a friend and not doubting me or resenting me when it 

comes to such a thing." Winnie's sincere attitude made Emily feel warm. Although she had felt wronged 

all this time, but getting Winnie's understanding and hearing her words of gratitude, Emily felt that 

everything was worth it. "Well, don't thank me anymore. Since I am a friend of you, I do these things for 

you without regret. What I was most afraid of at first was that you would be sad and disappointed, but 

now I am relieved to see that you don’t care about it too much." "I have been urging Leo to tell you 

everything, and now you know it. I do not need to help Leo now. In the future, even if there is no Leo 

between you and me, I still will consider you as the best friend." Winnie finally felt relieved, but Emily' 

felt her heart empty now. There was no longer a reason to continue to hang out with Leo or meet him. It 

was a good thing indeed, so that she could completely forget him and start over. "I will also treat you as 

my best friend, even without Leo, we will never be separated for life." "I still have to talk to you about 

Leo and me. I... " Winnie just wanted to explain something but was interrupted by Emily."I know all 

about you guys, Leo has told me. This matter is completely over from now on, let's not even mention it 

in the future."Emily still did not want to mention Leo, even though she had given her most precious 

virginity to him, she still did not expect anything from him.What she wanted was his heart, his sincerity, 

not Leo's superficial attitude. Having physical contact with him was a reason that she couldn’t let go of 

Leo, but it didn’t mean she could accept Leo having someone else in his heart.The past had already 

gone, at this moment she could only tell herself that there was more than one good man in this world 

besides Leo, as long as she gave up Leo, she would definitely meet a better one."You are still in love with 

Leo, otherwise you would not avoid him."Winnie broke Emily's heart in one word, this topic although 

Emily avoided, but Winnie still wanted to say. Some words must be said, otherwise it was a lifetime 

regret. She didn't want Emily and Leo to be left with regrets.Emily smiled bitterly, not admitting or 

denying it.At this moment, Daenerys bought back coffee and placed it in front of Emily, then sat down. 

Emily took a small sip and remained silent.Winnie looked at Daenerys, and then continued the topic just 

now."I had a thorough talk with Leo two days ago, and his was quite frank. He said he no longer loves 

me, but can be my best friend for life. He said the person he loves now is you, and only you is the 

woman he loves."Winnie repeated Leo's words, hoping that it would touch Emily a little."Leo and I are 

impossible, I think you should accept him and not give up this relationship."Winnie persuaded Emily, 



hoping that they could have a good result.However Emily just looked out sideways and didn't say a 

word.It was not that she did not believe Winnie, but after being cheated by Leo once, she was a bit timid 

to believe in Leo's words.At this moment, Daenerys also tried to explain."When you and Leo broke up, 

Leo was indeed unsure of who he loves. He asked you to continue to help cheat Winwin was not his 

ultimate goal, because no matter how long you cheated Winwin she would know sooner or later. He did 

it to keep you by his side to find out if he was in love with you.""After a few days he knew who he really 

loves, and confessed to you but you didn’t believe him. He had no other way but to let you continue to 

help cheat Winwin.""In fact, Leo should say these to you, but I think you will not believe him, so I just 

say them first.""Emily, give Leo another chance, to feel whether he is sincere to you or not, if you can't 

feel it, you can leave him anytime."Daenerys said a lot in one breath. She knew the whole story and got 

involved in it as well. She felt she had to make things clear.Clearing up the misunderstanding, Emily was 

happy, so was Winnie. 
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CHAPTER 450 AN ENCOUNTER AT THE AIRPORT 

 

Emily turned around and looked at Winnie and Daenerys, then sighed before she replied to Daenerys. "I 

don’t know how to say, but I really can't believe him now. Daenerys, you and Kevin love each other so 

much, there is only sweetness of your love. You can not feel my distress." "Leo and I met on a blind date, 

do you believe in love at first sight? I believe it. When I first saw Leo, I fell in love with him, I thought he 

was my Mr. Right. At that time I told myself that I must hold this man's hand, and I must let him 

accompany me until death." Speaking of this, Emily revealed a bitter smile. "I can say that I poured out 

all my feelings on him, but I was so stupid that I couldn't tell if he was in love with me." "When I knew 

that he chose to be with me for Winwin, I really couldn't accept it and wanted to break up with him 

immediately without a second thought." "I gave my heart to him, but he cheated me, he trampled on 

my heart. I felt very aggrieved and very hateful. This may be the so-called the deeper you love, the 

deeper you get hurt." Emily said this, with a pair of watery red eyes. But she was tough enough to hold 

back the tears. Daenerys indeed had not experienced this kind of love, and may not understand Emily so 

deeply. But Winnie knew what it was like. Emily was still in pain until now. With the same experience as 

Emily and even beyond Emily's feelings, how could Winnie not understand how unbearable this pain 

was. "Emily, I can understand you. I know that kind of pain goes through every cell of your body, even 

your hair feels hurt. But you are not getting nothing, at least Leo is now in love with you, and everything 

would be worth it." "Give Leo one more chance, also give yourself a chance. Not for anyone, just for 

yourself not to regret it in the future." Winnie was also trying to persuade Emily as much as possible, she 

hoped that Emily could gather up the courage to accept Leo again, but she herself did not have the 

courage to fight for the love between her and Brian. "Yes, give him another chance, if he breaks your 

heart once more, both Winwin and I won't be friends with him anymore." Daenerys added. Now Emily 

didn’t want to listen to Leo, only she and Winnie could make more efforts. Emily lowered her eyes and 

didn't say anything, when she raised her head and said, she unexpectedly found Brian and Wendy 

walking into the cafe, and both of them were carrying luggage. She had a moment of panic, being afraid 

of Winnie seeing them and getting upset again. And she was afraid that Winnie was being deceived 

again. So Emily raised her head a little, signaling Winnie and Daenerys to turn around and look aside. 

Daenerys and Winnie turned around with a confused face, and when they saw Brian and Wendy, they 



understood why Emily did this. "What are they doing..." Daenerys got angry suddenly, and got up to go 

over and ask them what was going on. At this moment, Winnie pulled her back in time. "Sit down, it's no 

big deal. I'm used to this scene as it happens a lot lately." Winnie said calmly, but her heart was not as 

calm as she behaved. "A lot? Don’t you care about it? Brian doesn’t explain this to you or avoid it to 

you?" Daenerys did not sit down, but was surprised that Winnie could be so calm about it. "You sit down 

first, let's talk about Emily’s thing, then I will go to ask Brian." Although in discomfort, Winnie knew that 

her mission at this moment was to persuade Emily. "Why are you still persuading me. That's your man, 

just go over and ask what's going on. This is the thing you should do now." Emily was also a little 

anxious, and didn’t understand why Winnie was calm now. "I will go over and ask him later. You all just 

calm down, OK? They can't do anything in a coffee shop." Winnie was still not in a hurry, as if the man 

with Wendy was not Brian. "You don’t need to persuade me, when you and Brian are together again, I 

will accept Leo as well." Emily was anxious and could only say this to Winnie, and let Winnie go to 

question Brian as soon as possible. "Aren't you making me feel more guilty about you? Don’t you want 

to make me feel better, right?" Whether Emily's words were a joke or not, Winnie listened as if they 

were true. She and Brian could not be together officially, if there was a possibility, they would not have 

waited until now. If Emily was serious and really waited for them, then there was no hope for the rest of 

her life to be with Leo. "It's the deal, whether Leo and I can be together depends on you." Emily insisted. 

She didn’t want Winnie to feel guilty about her, but just taking this opportunity to force her once. "This 

is indeed a bit difficult, how about this, you try to accept Leo, and Winwin will go over to ask Brian. This 

is fair, right?" Daenerys was kept in the middle, hoping that both of them would give themselves some 

chances. "Okay, as long as Winwin goes over now, I'll consider the matter of being with Leo." Emily 

agreed quickly. Winnie really had no choice, at this moment no matter what she said the two of them 

could not listen to her. Winnie helplessly got up and picked up her bag and walked towards Brian, Emily 

and Daenerys followed with the luggage. Wendy and Brian had just sat down in their seats, before they 

had time to order their coffee, Winnie appeared in front of them. "Why are you here?" Brian asked with 

surprise. "Emily comes back from a trip, Daenerys and I come to pick her up. Where are you going?" 

Winnie said in a soft voice, not looking at Wendy, and as usual she was not saying hello to Wendy, 

treating her as a transparent person. "I'm on a business trip, I haven't had time to tell you, I don't 

know... " Brian just wanted to explain, but was interrupted by Daenerys in a cold voice. "Just a phone 

call, it costs not even a minute, how can you say you don’t have time to tell her?" Then Emily began to 

sneer as well. "You have time to date with a woman here, how come you don't have time to call Winnie? 

There is no Winwin in your heart, right? The fact is that if you don’t have Winin in your heart, I have a 

friend in the abroad, the royal family of that country especially like oriental women, I think Winwin is 

the most suitable for him." This was the first time in so many years that Brian was mocked by women in 

public, but he had no way, these two women were his woman's best friends, he really couldn’t afford to 

mess with them. "I meet Wendy at the airport, so we have the coffee together. And you guys are going 

to introduce a boyfriend to Winwin because of this, isn't that too much for me." Brian jokingly 

explained, Winnie then helped him to get out of the situation. "They're joking with you, have a safe 

trip." After Winnie finished her words, she bent over and kissed Brian's lips, then walked away with a 

smile. This kiss took Brian by surprise, but he understood that Winnie was using this kiss to manifest her 

sovereignty. "Winwin, we really met by chance." Wendy tried to explain, but it was also done for Brian. 

However, Winnie continued to walk away as if she hadn't heard it. Daenerys and Emily both doubted 

what they had seen with their eyes, ending the fight so quickly which was not enjoyable at all, and it 

didn't have any effect on Wendy, nor did it deter Brian. The two of them did not follow Winnie, but 



looked at each other confusedly. "Wendy, how could you meet Brian so coincidentally, you can't be on 

purpose, right?" Daenerys looked at Wendy in anger. "You still want to steal Brian from Winnie, so you 

deliberately create an encounter at the airport, right?" Emily also stared at Wendy, making Wendy 

extremely embarrassed."We really did have a chance encounter, I just came back from overseas and 

met Brian when I got off the plane. You guys can't be so mean to me."Wendy wore a wronged face and 

stared at Brian, seemingly begging for Brian's help."Don’t lie to us! We can tell it! The B City is so big, 

how come you two meet at the airport so coincidentally."If you really meet at the airport, why don’t you 

go home directly, but drink coffee together? And how can you call him Brian in such a bitchy way? Who 

do you think you are?""What are you looking at? Are you asking for help from Brian? If Brian dares to 

help you today, I'll take Winwin abroad tomorrow. Just see who he cares the most."Daenerys and Emily 

one by one mocked Wendy. She felt so humiliated. She could be scolded by Winnie, but not by these 

two unrelated women.But when she wanted to fight back, she realized that she had no point to defend 

herself, and she wanted Brian to feel compassion for her, so she couldn't quarrel with these two 

people.Just when Wendy didn't know what to do, Winnie returned and took Daenerys and Emily away. 

This time Wendy breathed a sigh of relief."I'm sorry, Brian. If I hadn't dragged you to have coffee with 

me, Winwin wouldn't have misunderstood us. She must be very angry, you'd better call her 

now."Wendy looked very kind and considerate. Brian could not bear to look at her poor face now."No 

need, Winwin won't be angry. You go back first, I should go in now."Brian walked out of the cafe.Today's 

incident was a coincidence, no matter who was angry and who was wronged, it was his momentary 

carelessness. If he called Winnie in advance, or didn’t come to have coffee with Wendy, today’s incident 

wouldn’t happen.Brian walked out of the cafe and didn't see Winnie and the others. So he went to the 

airport lobby and after entering the waiting room, he called Winnie.At this time, Winnie was already 

sitting in the car and was going back.She knew the call was from Brian, and if she didn’t answer it, Brian 

would think she was angry about today’s incident and then keep apologizing to her. She really got tired 

of his apology. So Winnie had to pick up the phone."Haven’t you get on the plane yet?"Winnie asked 

first."No, I'm in the waiting room. How about you, have you gone back yet?"Brian was worried whether 

Winnie was driving, and was explaining after making sure she was not driving."I am leaving now."Winnie 

replied indifferently."Winwin, me and Wendy really met coincidentally. Do not think too much about it. 

It was just a coincidence and we just had a coffee together, nothing else."Brian started to explain, 

however it was the last thing Winnie wanted to hear. "I don’t think much of it, as long as you believe it is 

a coincidence. There is no need for you to explain anything to me. On the contrary, I should explain 

myself to you that I did come to pick up Emily, and not to follow you." 

 


